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PRESENTATION OF „GOCE DELCEV” SCHOOL 

The school Goce Delcev was established in 1972. It is the newest school in the municipality and one of 

the biggest. It is located in the new center in Kavadarci. It has two floors and one attached part for pupils who 

stay in the day care center. The classrooms and the offices are on both floors and the computer lab and the 

library are on the second floor. There is also a gym hall which is separated from the building and two football 

and basketball fields which are next to the gym in an open air. The school has a big hall which is used for 



different manifestations and celebrations. 

It has got 15 classrooms, one of them with a projector and two of them with TVs, three administrative 

rooms and a big teacher’s room. There is also a small canteen within the school where pupils can buy different 

refreshments. There is a Wi-Fi in all of the classrooms. 

The staff includes the Headmistress, the Deputy, one secretary, one solicitor, one Economist, one 

librarian, one pedagogical worker and one psychologist, 37 teachers, most of them female teachers. 

The school caters for about 600 pupils every year. 

There is a Parents Committee which meets according to the needs of the pupils and is constantly in 

touch with the teachers and the Headmistress. It consists of the president and a representative from every 

class. It is independent and supports many students’ activities. There is also a School Board which consists of 

one President from the teachers and two other members who are also teachers, one member-the President of 

the Parents Committee, one member from the Municipality, one member chosen from the Government, two 

members from the parents of pupils and one from the Municipality. It meets according to the needs of the 

school and often helps to reach important decisions about the school. 

The school has two levels-the first is for pupils who start their education at the age of six and stay with 

the same teacher for five years. Then they continue with the second level which is for pupils at  the age of 11 

untill 14 years old. The subjects taught in school are Macedonian, which is obligatory, English and they start 

learning it in the first grade with two classes a week and when they come to the sixth grade they have three 

classes per week. At this age they also choose a second language ( Italian or German). Other obligatory subjects 

are Mathematics, Biology, Art, Music, Sport, Geography, Civil society and they start with Chemistry and Physics 

in the seventh grade. There are also some optional subjects such as Religion, Our country and Myths and 

legends. One hour per week is also dedicated to projects, according to the school curriculum and designed by 

pupils and a teacher. Pupils may also choose to attend 

extra activities held after class once a week, such as the school’s choir, Drama team and Environmental team.  

The school is organized in two shifts. In the morning shift starts at 7.30 and finishes at 12.40  and  

 

in the afternoon shift starts at one and finishes at 18.30. The duration is the same for all lessons, 45 minutes, 

with one big break 20 minutes and all the other 5 minutes. 

It starts work in September and ends the first term on the 31st of December when pupils go on a winter 

holiday for 2 weeks. The second term starts in the middle of January and finishes on the 10th of January. From 

the 1st to the 10th of June there is an external testing in the school. Every pupil is tested in two subjects and at 

the end of the year he has two marks in these subjects, one from the teacher and one from the test. If the 

grades do not match (from the teacher and from the test), 20 percent of the teachers with the worst results 

will have a reduction of 20 percent of their salary and the best 20 percent will have a pay rise in the following 



year. If a teacher has bad results a second time, he/she is fired by the school. Not all subjects are tested 

externally, some of them such as Craft, Art, Music and Sports are tested internally. Grades are given at the end 

of each semester. Pupils are go back to the school on the first of September. 

School holidays 

8th September-The Independence day 

11th October-The Macedonian uprising day 

23th October-The Macedonian revolution day 

31st December-New Year’s day 

6th January-Christmas day 

19th January-Day of the cross 

April  or May-Friday and Monday for Easter 

1st May-Labor day 

24th May-St. Cyril and Methodius day 

Teachers working hours are from 20 to 25 per week. Most of the teachers have full working hours in 

the school. When a teacher is absent, schedule is re-adjusted the day before. If it is possible, a colleague 

teacher who teaches the same subject substitutes the absent teacher. Most of the pupils do not stay in the 

classroom during the breaks. Every time a pupil is absent, the parent has to come to the school and justify his 

absence. If the pupil goes beyond the absence limit, the parents are immediately called to come to the school. 

Digital record of penalties and absences is kept. There are two kind of diaries in the school-one in the form of a 

register book and the same one is also written by the teachers electronically. 

 

 
 

 



 

LANGUAGE CAMP 

All  partner institutions arrived at Mountains House of  Mihajlovo in Former Yugoslav Republic of  

Macedonia on Sunday the 10th  of  May. They got their rooms and  then had dinner together and started to 

communicate with each other.  

On the first day of the language camp, the coordinator of the project, Lahachmi Mechkouk, officially 

opened the camp and every country presented its national team. Before starting the activities the learners 

were introduced to the rules of behavior in the camp house.  

After that  the  participants  were invited to join in eight colour groups, that were formed by the project 

coordinator few days before starting  the camp. Each group included 10 students and three teachers of 

different nationalities. We should mention the fact that before the language camp pupils in each partner 

institution prepared a short video with the most common  and useful idiomatic expressions in their national 

language and uploaded it on the project website before 15th April 2015 (This is to let the other European 

learners who attended the camp to dicover other european languages they usually don’t learn at school.). They 

also did a research on internet about the Former Yugoslav Republic of  Macedonia and Kavadarci. 

According to the programme of the language camp, elaborated by the project coordinator, 80 pupils 

took part in the following activities :  

A. English classes through games 

B. German/ Spanish/ French/ Sign Language classes through games 

C. Drama games: build friendship links / foster tolerance / physical contact / how to express one’s 

feelings / acquire life skills / Express one’s opinion) 

D. Theatre  shows   

E. Contests - „The best photo”, „The best dance” 

F. Creative workshops with drawing, painting, making cards, masks 

G. Sport activities through different competitions 

H. Intercultural evening  

I. Camp fire and farewell party 

J. Disco  

Pupils also attended three excursions: 

 An exursion to Kavadarci , the town where the Macedonian partner school „Goce Delcev” is 

situated. 

 An excursion to Skopje, the capital of   F.Y.R. of  Macedonia. 

 An excursion to  Ohrid, a city protected by  UNESCO. 

 



 

We will further describe each type of activity, its expected goals and results, the methods and 

techniques to achieve them. 

A. English class through games 

Every morning, apart from the days dedicated to the trips, the students had English classes (90 

minutes).  

The objectives of the lessons: 

 to develop the students’ oral communication competencies 

 to  motivate students to use English confidently in real life situations 

 to acquire social skills 

To make teaching and learning during the language camp more attractive, all the teachers used games 

and roleplays during their classes. The students had access to the English language through a lot of  different 

games: 

 linguistic games - phonetic, lexical, morphologic or grammatical games - that help students to 

improve their pronunciation, to speak more fluently and correctly in English, to enrich their 

vocabulary  

 creativity games, that involve the students’ imagination such as riddles or anagrams 

 cultural games that help students to learn more about the cultures of  the countries involved in the 

project and to understand better their colleagues 

 role playing, sketches, simulations and dramatization games  that promote interaction, give the 

students the opportunity to develop their social skills, increase students’motivation to 

communicate, put students in real communication situation, help them speak more fluently, 

develop their imagination and offer them the chance to  know themselves and the others better, 

teach them to find creative solutions to their problems, give them more confidence in themselves. 

             Use of games and roleplays during foreign language classes had a great success among young learners. 

All teachers reported a high level of students’ participation to the lessons. They also agreed that pupils made 

progress in terms of their communication skills and  became more confident about their spoken English.  

We will further describe some games included in the Programme of the 1st Language Camp in FYROM 

published by the project coordinator  Lahachmi  MECHKOUK on the official website of the project www.i-

talc.eu. 

Two Truths and a Lie 

Objectives 

 To start to break down barriers by getting people talk to each other 

http://www.i-talc.eu/
http://www.i-talc.eu/


 To develop the students’ oral communication skills 

             Description 

•     Divide the class in a circle or have them sit on pillows on the floor. 

•     Students tell 2 truths and 1 lie about themselves. 

•     The other students guess which is the lie. 

Show and Tell (15 minutes) 

Objectives 

 to develop the students’ oral communication competences 

 to  motivate students to use English confidently in real life situations 

 to improve their ability to speak in public 

 to increase their self-esteem 

Description 

•     Students choose pictures from their mobile devices 

•     They explain the meaning behind the picture 

 Pick your artist game (25 minutes) 

 Objectives 

 to develop their oral commuication skills in English 

 to get know better each other 

 Directions 

 Answer the following questions using only the song titles of one musical group or artist... tougher than 

it looks! 

•     Pick Your Artist: [enter artist name or name of musical group] 

 

•     Are you male or female: [enter song name] 

•     Describe yourself: [enter song name] 



•     How do you feel about yourself: [enter song name] 

•     Describe where you currently live: [enter song name] 

•     If you could go anywhere, where would you go: [enter song name] 

•     Your favourite form of transportation: [enter song name] 

•     Your best friend is: [enter song name] 

•     Your favourite colour is: [enter song name] 

•     What's the weather like: [enter song name] 

•     Favourite time of day: [enter song name] 

•     If your life was a TV show, what would it be called: [enter song name] 

•     What is life to you: [enter song name] 

•     What is the best advice you have to give: [enter song name] 

•     If you could change your name, what would it be: [enter song name] 

•     Thought for the Day: [enter song name] 

•     How I would like to die: [enter song name] 

•     My soul's present condition: [enter song name] 

•     My motto: [enter song name] 

A great vocabulary revision game: (20 minutes) 

Objectives 

 to  improve students’ pronunciation 

 to enrich students’ vocabulary 

 to develop students’abilities to work in a team 

 

 

Description 

             1. Divide the class into two teams each standing in line at the board. 



2. Give them a topic like food and drink, sports, countries etc (they must be very large lexical sets). 

3.The student at the front on each line runs to the board and must write a word in this lexical set 

beginning with A on the board. 

4. She then hands the chalk or pen to the next person in the row (and runs to the back of the line), who 

adds a word beginning with B until they reach Z. 

5. If they cannot think of a word beginning with a particular letter they can leave a space, but the team 

with most words at the end is the winner. Example of a board during a game: 

                                                                 

Bag exercise 

Purpose: to help remove the blocks to community in the beginning of the workshop 

Time: 15 minutes 

Materials: newsprint, markers, transparent trash bag 

Sequence:  

Participants are asked to brainstorm things that might block the sense of community in the group. This 

would include items such as fear, put downs, ego, jealousy. All the items are written down on newsprint. 

Then the sheet is placed in a transparent trash bag to symbolize that this is the trash which needs to be 

avoided in the workshop. The bag is then taped  to the wall for the remainder of the workshop. 

If  problems arise during the workshop, the participants are then referred to the Trash Bag to see if this 

problem is listed. This can lead to a discussion of  how to keep the problem in the trash bag rather than in the 

workshop. 
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Concentric circles 

Purpose: to start to break down barriers by getting people talking to each other  

Time: Including moving time, approximately 5 minutes per question. 

Sequence: 

1. Count off by twos. 

2. Have the one’s turn their chairs to form a circle facing outward. The two’s form an outer circle, 



each to directly opposite a one. An alternate where space is limited is to form two parallel lines. 

3. When you meet your patners, shake hands and give your adjective name. 

4. You and your partner will take turns talking about a topic I will give you. When you are listening, 

you are only listening, so please do not make comments or enter into discussion and respect your 

partner’s pauses to think. 

5. After I give you a topic, you will have a few moments of silence to think about it, and then I will say 

„begin” and you will have two minutes to talk. 

6. State which circle or row will be the speaker and give the question. 

7. Wait 5-15 seconds and say „begin”. 

8. Call  time  at  the  end of  two  minutes. 

9. Have the partners change roles, the speaker becoming  the listener. Repeat the topic. 

10. When both partners have had a turn as speaker and listener have them shake hands, and have one 

group move to the right. 

11. Repeat the process again until you have completed your topics. 

Note on moving people 

Have both lines or circles move to the right. Since as they are facing one another, that will mean they 

move in opposite directions and get new partners.  If  you develop a  system that the person who speaks last is 

the one to move and then speaks first the next time you will be truly alternating roles. 

Processing: 

 Did you find it difficult to talk/listen for two minutes without changing roles? 

 What did you notice about your reaction when you found yourself or your partner silent? 

Concentric circles topics 

Someone I admire and why. 

Something good that happened to me on the way to growing up. 

A quality I admire in a leader and why. 

 

A quality I look for in a friend and why. 

A time I did something I am proud of. 

A time I overcame fear. 

A positive influence that is helping me now. 

A part of me or my life I want to work on this next year. 

Some things I do to show I respect myself. 

Some ways other people can help me grow toward my goals. 

Riddles 



Aims 

 To get students thinking 

 To have fun using English 

 To foster team work and stop children just calling out and attention-seeking. If they don’t 

confer about the answers, they could easily lose their chance to win. You might have to allocate 

a secretary/ representative for each team to speak on their behalf 

 Procedure 

Explain the game clearly. 

Divide the class into teams of up to 6 students in each. 

Write 6,5,4,3,2,1 on the board. 

As you read each clue to the riddles out, teams can guess what the answer is. If they are correct after one guess they score 6 

points, after 2 guesses five points, etc... 

If a team gives the incorrect answer they cannot have another try. 

Examples: 

I am not a bird, but I can fly.                                          

I eat insects and fruit. 

I’m dark 

I sleep upside down. 

             (bat) 

I’m brown on the outside. I’m white on the inside. 

I’m hard and you can eat or drink me. 

I’m hairy. 

I grow in hot countries. 

                  (coconut) 

 

I’m yellow and round. 

I’m the same size as an apple. You can’t eat me. 

You hit me with a racquet. 

                  (tennis ball) 

I’m usually made of paper, but in Australia I’m plastic. 

I come in lots of colours. 

I have pictures and numbers on me. You use me to buy things. 

                  (bank-note) 

Every country has one. 



I have different colours. I need wind to fly. 

The British one is red, white and blue. 

                      (flag) 

I’m a special day. 

People buy each other presents on this day. 

I’m romantic. 

I’m on February 14th. 

                 (Valentine’s Day) 

I’m something you do every day. I’m also an Olympic sport. 

You use your legs to do this. It’s slower than running.  

                      (walking) 

I’m something English people eat for breakfast. I’m hot. 

You can put butter and jam on me. I’m cooked bread. 

                                             (toast) 

I’m a sport. 

I’m usually done by men. 

You need to be powerful and quick. 

Muhammad Ali is the most famous man who has played this sport. You wear shorts and gloves. 

                                                        (boxing) 

Interview with a famous celebrity role-play (30 minutes) 

This is an ESL or English language  role-play lesson  for practicing conversational English. I  suggest that the 

teacher models this activity with a student as a warm-up and  to get students in the mood.  Then students can be put in pairs 

and groups to carry out the interviewer-celebrity roleplay themselves. The teacher can roam the room  to  

 

monitor  grammar and language. At the end of the roleplay exercise, it may be a good idea to get the students to write out 

the complete questions and answers  so the  teacher can check on accuracy. This is a fun communicative exercise that allows 

students to to be creative and to improvise.  

Questions 

  First, what do you feel is your biggest achievement ?  

  What are you passionate about? 

  Sure, go ahead. 

Good morning, I’d like to ask you a few questions . 

What would you do if .....................................................................? 
 
What is your favorite-movie, song, etc. 



  Where did you learn to-sing, act, model, etc. 

                Thanks for your time. It was a pleasure to talk to you. 

  Who inspires you? 

  What do you think about paparazzi? 

 What’s the next step in your career? 

 What’s your biggest challenge? 

 

Light  and  Lively--Who is the leader? (15 min.) 

Note: Use this activity now, or as a light and lively activity another time. 
Theme: cooperation 

Purpose: to work together with a group purpose and to have fun 

A student volunteer is asked to go out of the room with one of the facilitators.”While you are out of the room, we will choos e a 

leader. When you come back in the room, you will try to guess who the leader is.” While the two are gone, the remain ing facilitators give 

directions to the class. I will choose one of you to be the leader. The rest of you follow the actions of the leader, but not  give any hints as 

to who the leader is. When the student come in, we will be patting our open palms on our knees. The leader will change the action and 

you all will  follow the leader. The goal is to follow the leader without communicating who the leader is.  

The game can continue, choosing a different person to leave the room each time, as soon as the leader is discovered. 

 
Workshop – Consensus 

You have to have a heart 

 
Purpose: to have an experience of consensus, to clarify values 

  

 Time: 45 minutes. 

 Materials: Paper and pencils; sheets with the patient’s names and descriptions, or newsprint posting of descriptions. 

 Sequence: 

1. Pass out paper and pencils and sheets with descriptions of the patients to the participants (or post the descriptions). 

2. Give instructions: “You are one of the members of the City Hospital’s  Judicial  Board and must make a crucial 

decision as to which of  five patients on a waiting list will  receive the first artificial heart. Each has a serious heart disease. 

Individually, you must assign priority numbers to the five patients: 1 = first in line to 5 = last in line. Then, after each person has 

made a priority list, the Judicial Board will meet.” 

3. Have participants make their individual rankings. 

4. Get participants into groups or four or five and explain: “Your group represents a Judicial Board of the hospital. 

You must work together to come to consensus and finalize the priority ranking of 1 to 5. The rule is, before you can express 

your opinion, you must validate the thoughts and feelings of another member, even if they are different from yours.” 

5. After each group has come to consensus, have them report back to the larger group. 



 
Processing: 

• What was this process like? 

• Did you find yourself agreeing to very different rankings after you heard the reasoning of other people? 

 

• How does this apply to nonviolence? 

• Which Transforming Power Guide(s) relate to this experience? 
 
Empathy Exercise  
 
Purpose:  
 

-to enlarge understanding of the problems of others and to give help in solving them. 
 

-to experience  what one’s own problem looks like seen through the eyes of others. 
 

-to experience the wisdom of the group aiding with each person’s problem. 
 

-to become aware of common threads in all of our experiences. 
 

Materials: small cards or paper and writing instrument for each participant 

Time: one hour 

Sequence: 

Divide the group into small groups of no more than five members each. Provide each person with cards 

(paper) and a writing instrument. 

 

 

Instruct the group that each person is to write on a card. „A problem I’m working on is...” and finish the 

sentence. The cards are not to be signed. Once written, they are collected and shuffled and redistributed at 

random within the small group. (If in the redistribution a person receives back his/her qwn card, this is to be 

exchanged with someone else so that each participant has a problem to deal with other than his/her own). 

Each person then reads to the group the card that he or she received, reading it as if it were his or her 

own problem. Then each person explains it to the group, perhaps including ways of solving the problem. Others 

then give their own experience with solving that sort of problem and their own suggestions. 

Repeat this process until every problem raised in the small group has been dealt with by the group. 

Return to large circle for processing. 

Processing  

What was it like to „put yourself in someone’s else’s shoes?” 

What was it like to hear someone else describe having your problem? 

Note: Give plenty of time to this exercise. For many, it becomes the heart of the workshop. It can be a 

turning point for a person who has been isolated and not understood. 



This exercise is based on the concepts of  Paulo Freire 
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Jokes/a silly dictation (20 min.) 

Aims 

 Good with higher level students to allow processing of language. 

 Encourage thinking skills as well as listening and writing. 

 Laughter is great at helping to create a positive and energetic classroom mood. 

Procedure 
 Tell the students you have a cough today but you are still going to do a dictation. If they don’t hear words, they will just 

have to guess what you said. 

     Read out a joke like the one below and dictate as usual but don’t read all the words – cough instead of saying  

certain words. For example: Eleven people were cough on a rope, under a helicopter, ten men and one cough. 

     Students have to guess what the missing words are and write them in, either individually or in pairs. 

     After checking whether they guessed correctly, they could discuss the joke and why/if they found it funny. 

     They could also try telling jokes they know in their mother tongue in English. 

         

         

WE  ARE  LEARNING 

          

AND HAVING FUN 



                      

AT THE SAME TIME. 

                    German/ Spanish/ French/ Sign Language classes through games 

During the language camp, teachers from Spain, France, Greece and Romania gave Spanish, French, 

German and Sign Language classes. Each colour group attended classes in Spanish/ French /Sign language and 

German. Using games and music, teachers offered to the students a trip to another universe of sounds. They 

teach them to introduce themselves to the others, count or speak about their favourite colours and succeeded 

to increase the students’curiosity about other languages and cultures. 

Romanian team offered to the students interesting lessons of Sign language, a tool of nonverbal 

communication that help hearing-impaired people to interact with each other. Nonverbal communication 

based on facial expressions and gestures has been used by human beings since the beginning of humanity and 

it continues to play an important role in our lives. The students and the teachers in the language camp enjoyed 

practicing this natural way of communication. They were also very satisfied they could communicate with the 

hearing-impaired students who learn in „Saint Mary” Special Middle School for Hearing-Impaired from 

Bucharest, Romania. The Sign Languge lessons succeeded to create  a bridge of communication between the 

hearing-impaired students and the others. The Romanian learners felt very comfortable during the language 

camp  and appreciated a lot the fact that they have made many friends. 

 

 

                     

 

 



         

 

 

         

 

          

              

B. Drama games: life skills lessons (expressing feelings) 

To facilitate the communication between students and  increase the group cohesion, the teachers 

involved them in a lot of psychological game groups based on role-playing, dramatization and simulation. 

Examples of these type of games are given below. 

The name exercise 

Objectives: 

 Unlocking and motivation for group experience 

 To get to know each other better 



 To facilitate the positive emotions 

 Elimination of inhibition due the first interrelational contact 

 To become aware of their own emotions and those of others 

Description 

The students remain standing in circle. In turn each tells his/her name and makes a move that could 

convey his/her emotions. The other participants have to repeat his/her name and move. 

 Effects 

The students have learnt their colleagues’names and began to communicate with each other. They had 

the opportunity to get aware of others’emotions expressed in everyone’s timbre and gestures. 

 

              

          

Statuary group 

            Objectives: 

 To facilitate nonverbal communication 

 To increase the ability to solve a task in group 

 To learn change the negative feelings in positive feelings 

 To increase the group cohesion 

  Description 

The participants are divided into different groups. Each group has to build a human statue that 

symbolises hate, then changes it into another one that symbolises love.  

 



          

      

         

             Effects 

The students have worked together to solve a common problem. They could express their emotions in 

the „safe space” of the group. All participants have shown tolerance and understanding and have appeciated 

each other’s efforts. The group cohesion started to grow. 

 

 

Exercise to get know better each other using role-play 

Objectives 

 To facilitate interpersonal interaction 

 To obtain information about others 

 To increase the ability to practice public speaking 

 To create a relaxed atmosphere within the group 

 To strengh the feeling of  belonging to the group 

             Description 

Students work in pair of two. They stand ”face to face”. For a few minutes A is the reporter and asks B 

about his/her name/age/ nationalities/hobbies/ what he/she likes, what he/she dislikes. After that B gets 

reporter and A has to answer to the questions. Finally, each person presents to the others information about 

his/her conversation partner. 



        

 Effects 

Students have succeeded to know better each other. They have become more confident and improved 

their self-image because they could present something to the others who listened to them with respect. 

Psychological group games suppose the experimentation of a particular form of learning. They 

facilitate to the students the achievement of new ways of thinking, feeling and relationship. The participants 

learn about team work, stress management and social norms. 

At the end of the language camp, the teachers could notice that the participants have begun to 

communicate more offen, make friends and cooperate better and better to reach their common objectives. 

         

E.Theatre  show 

Each multinational group had to create a theatrical performance and present it to the others. Students 

had to communicate in English to create their own story, they had also to cooperate to reach their objectives. 

The presentation of the play by the students on the stage offers them opportunities to get more assertive and 

improve their self-image, because each was praised for his/her role. 

Group stories proved to be uniform and consistent, full of  humor. All the participants had a lot of fun. 

           

 



            

 

            

C. Contests 

                                              „The best photos” 

Each group made more photos on the topic „friendship”.  After that all participants had to vote the best 

photos. The green group won the competition. 

 

            

 

 



            

 

„The best dance” 

Each group had to create a dance together and to present it on a stage. Dancing together students 

could share  their  emotions and match their abilities to create an artistic creation. They felt appreciated by the 

others and pride of their group.  

At the end of the show all participants had to vote the best photos. The orange group won the dance 

competition. 

 

 

             

                                                                      ORANGE GROUP                                                                                                                                       

 

F. Creative Art workshops with drawing, painting, making cards, masks 

During the language camp the teachers organized three creative workshops. 

On the first day of the language camp each national group painted T-shirts to represent their national 

symbols, the European countries involved in the project and the values of  Erasmus + Programme. Afterwards, 

in the evening, every country presented to the others their work and sang together the National Aenthem. 

During the second workshop, organized at the end of the language camp, the students made cards and 

masks and offered them to their friends. 

Taking part to these  activities, students could express their feelings in a safe space, acknowledge and 

value diversity. Every person could feel pride in his or her original artistic creation. 



 

                 

 

                 

 

                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



G. Sport activities through different competitions 

During the language camp the students played tennis table, chess, football and danced Zumba. 

There were organized a lot of sport competitions. 

 

                    

 

         

       

 

        

 

 

 

 



H. Intercultural evening  

During the international evening, every national team, pupils and teachers, organized a cooking 

workshop amd prepared some of their traditional food. Afterwards all participants took  part to a party,  tasted 

the food, folk music and presented national traditional and modern dances.     

 

          

 

          

 

 

              

 

     



          

 

        

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 



         

 

                

                                    

I.CAMP FIRE AND  FAREWELL PARTY 

 A farewell party was organized before leaving and a camp fire animated the last night of the camp. 

               

 

                



 

 

                   

 

Students’ assessment 

A  feedback questionnaire was submitted to pupils the last day of the camp and so they could give their 

points of view on the language camp: the kind of activities, the organisation, the rules inside the camp, 

relationships with teachers  and other European pupils, things they enjoyed or disliked, the impact of  the camp 

on their communication skills, personal self – esteem and self – confidence, things they missed. They were also 

invited to give recommendations for the next camps. 

Students were also evaluated  by their teachers in agreement with the „European Assessment Grid for 

Spoken English”. This grid was used to evaluate the students’ abilities to pronounce English sounds more 

properly, to interact in simple everyday situations, to use simple phrases and sentences to describe where 

he/she lives and people he/she knows, to get more information about their European project partners, to ask 

questions easily about everyday life, to use correct idiomatic expressions, to introduce his/her own culture in a 

native place, to become self-confident, to build friendships, to show tolerance, to use basic  

vocabulary about all project partners’languages including the sign language, to interact with hearing-impaired 

pupils. 

A travelling booklet was kept up to date by pupils, they filled in all required information about their 

travel, the transportation means, the route to get to FYR of  Macedonia, describe activities, write the name of 

their new friends, describe their emotions and their best memories. 

 

Improvements for the following camps 

 

We consider that it is also important to underline some difficulties we had to face during the language 

camp in FYROM so that we can improve the organisation of the futur events: 

 

1- The host school should provide teachers and pupils with a badge with their names, a printed 



programme of  the language camp and some information about the places they will be visiting.  

2- A colour printer, a PC with internet connection and a good Wifi connection should be available. 

3- The colour groups should be printed using a colour printer.  

4- Hot water should be available in the morning as well as in the evening to facilitate the organisation 

of the pupils’ stay and hygiene matters. 

5- The host coordinator, who is responsible for the implementation of the project in the local 

institution, is the person who can facilitate communication between the camp manager, the project 

coordinator and the other visitors. So, his/her prsence at the camp every day is more than 

necessary. He/She is the person who can also help solve any problem that may occur during the 

camp. 

6- Host pupils should stay in the camp and take part in all scheduled activities. 

 



 

Cultural programme  

To discover the beauty of  F.Y.R. of  Macedonia, its relief, history, customs, traditions and religion, the 

host school organized three excursions. 

On 13th of May 2015 the all participants travelled to Kavadarci to visit the local partner school where 

the principal warmly welcomed the vistors and highlighted the positive impact of the project on the teachers, 

students and parents.          

    

             

 

                        

Afterwards, local pupils sang folk songs and performed some traditional dances. 

 

                         

 



 

Then the teachers split up in six groups and attended some classes to learn about the local school 

system. After lessons local teachers exchanged information with their visitors  about the school organization 

and teaching strategies used in the educational process. 

 

         

         

  In the afternoon, we went for a walk around Kavadarci town. 

                                      

On 15th of May we travelled to Skopje, the Capital of F.Y.R. of  Macedonia.  

            To enjoy the panorama of the city we travelled by cable car to the top of the Vodno Mountain. There we 

discovered „the Millenium Cross” that is the highest cross in the world. It is 66 metres high. It was bulit to serve 

as a memorial of  2000 years of Christianity in Macedonia and the world. It is the best-known symbol of 

Christianity. The cross shines down over the city at night. 

 



     

 

     

         

We went to the Old Bazaar and then walked on the „Stone Bridge” to the Macedonia Square.  

In Macedonia Square  we could admire the impressive statue of Alexander the Great – the Worrior on a 

Horse statue is the main symbol of Skopje. The bronze sculpture sits on a cylindrical column and stands in a 

fountain. There are 8 bronze soldiers at the base of the column. There are also 8 bronze lions around the edges 

of the fountain pool that release water from their mouths. We could also see several statues of Macedonian 

revolutionary figures such as Goce Delcev Dame Gruev, Tsar Samuil and  

 

Justinian the First. According to Wikipedia the bridge is considered a symbol of Skopje and is the main element 

of the coat of arms of the city, which in turn is incorporated in the city’s flag. 

The visit of Skopje was a trip  into the past of the Macedonian people, a history lesson without 

schoolbook. 



                        

            

                

 

 

On 17th of May  we travelled to Lake Ohrid, one of the oldest and  deepest lake in Europe. Declared a 

World Heritage site by UNESCO in 1979 and included in the World Network of Biosphere Reserves, Lake Ohrid 

is a unique acquatic ecosystem with more than 200 endemic species. 

 



 

 

 

                             

 

 

                                  

 

Along Lake Ohrid the tourists can discover one of the largest religious and educational centres in the 

region of Devals –the Monastery of Saint Naum of Ohrid. 

St. Naum „the miracle-man” from Ohrid (830-910) is one of the most devout followers of the 

Thessaloniki brothers St Cyril and St Methodius, who were the promoters of Christianisation and education in 

the Slavic world in the ninth century. 

In the vicinity of St Naum monastery there are other sacral edificies such as: the church dedicated to 

Saint Athanasius; the church of the Holy Mother of Gold, the church dedicated to the Holy Saint Martyr 



Paraskeva of Rome, the church of Saint Nicholas and the church of the Holy Mother of God at Zahum. 

Ohrid, the largest city on the shores of  Lake Ohrid, is rich in picturesque houses and monuments. It is 

one of the oldest human settlements in Europe, being mentioned for the first time in Greek documents from 

353 BCE.  

Ohrid is most famous for its ancient churches, basilicas and monasteries such as:  the ancient Slavonic 

St Clement’s Monastery of Saint Pantelejmon, the monumental Early Christian Episcopal church, Saint 

Bogorodica Perivlepta church, Saint John Kaneo church and other smaller churches.  The other monument is 

King Samuil’s Fortess that offers great views over the lake and Ohrid.  

 

                           

 

Old Bazaar consists of just one street. It starts with a food market and continues with a small square 

with a 1000 year old tree and a nice fountain. The beautiful Clock Tower of Ohrid stands above the square. 

 

Conclusion 

During the language camp in FYROM pupils got seriously involved in group activities, showed interest 

and enthusiasm for the proposed working methods and techniques. They developed their oral communication 

competences in English and became more able to establish social interactions, to discuss every day matters, to 

ask and give information, to react to a proposal, to understand a message in order to accomplish a task, to 

understand the main points of an oral message, to produce an oral message, to describe, narrate and explain, 

to present a topic orally, to make an oral announcement, act a short sketch, present the weather forecast for 

the day and lead or answer an interview. 

Working together in small groups to create a dance or a theatrical performance, to take beautiful 

photos or to win a sport competition, pupils improved their self-image, became more self-confident and 

assertive. They optimized interpersonal relationships, made friends and developed their empathic 

communication skills. They became more flexible and learnt to work with others to find creative solutions to 

common problems. 

They got more aware of what it entails to be a European citizen. They learnt about other European 



citizens of their age and integrated European values such as solidarity cooperation, respect, tolerance, equality, 

freedom and so on. They learned to value cultural diversity and to accept differences. 

The teachers met every morning to discuss all the details regarding the day activities. In the evenings  

they analyzed the language lessons and made improvements when they were necessary. Teachers exchanged 

their good practise with their European peers and developed their communication skills in foreign languages. 

They also strengthened their feeling of belonging to the European community of teachers. 

 

This report has been written within a collaborative work between the Romanian team and the project coordinator. 

Mihaela-Loredana VANGHELIE, Romanian coordinator  Lahachmi MECHKOUK, project coordinator 
Florica  STOICA, headmistress                                                 Collège Georges Pompidou 
Anca-Roxana BERDEI, teacher     Villeneuve-la-Garenne 
Ileana Florentina TÎRUI, teacher                    France 

Alin MĂRICUŢOIU, teacher 
Ioana CARADAICĂ 
Saint Mary Special Middle School for Hearing-Impaired 
Bucarest, Romania 
 
 

    

     



 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


